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Techniques are presented for the computation and quality control of true winds
from vessels at sea. Correct computation of true winds and quality control
methods are demonstrated for complete data. Additional methods are presented
for estimating true winds from incomplete data. Recommendations are made for
both existing data and future applications.

Quality control of Automatic Weather Station (AWS) data at the World
Ocean Circulation Experiment Surface Meteorological Data Center (WOCE-MET)
reveals that only 20 per cent of studied vessels report all parameters necessary to
compute a true wind. Required parameters include the ship's heading, course over
the ground (COG), speed over the ground (SOG), wind vane zero reference and
wind speed and direction relative to the vessel. If any parameter is omitted or if
incorrect averaging is applied, AWS true wind data display systematic errors.
Quantitative examples of several problems are shown in comparisons between
collocated winds from research vessels and the NASA scatterometer (NSCAT).
Procedures are developed to identify observational shortcomings and to quantify
the impact of these shortcomings in the determination of true wind observations.

Methods for estimating true winds are presented for situations where
heading or COG is missing. Empirical analysis of two vessels with high-quality
AWS data showed these estimates to be more accurate when the vessel heading is
available. Large differences between the heading and COG angles at low ship
speeds make winds estimated using the course unreliable (direction errors exceed-
ing 60°) for ship speeds of less than 2.0 m s-1. The threshold where the direction
difference between a course estimated and true wind reaches an acceptable level
(±10°) depends upon the ship, winds and currents in the vessel's region of opera-
tion.

Techniques are presented to calculate and quality control true winds from auto-
mated observations collected on sea-going vessels. True wind is defined herein as
a vector wind with a speed referenced to the fixed earth and a direction referenced
to true north. These techniques are developed to improve the accuracy of true
winds calculated by maritime Automatic Weather Stations (AWSs). The need for
accurate true winds from ships arises from a desire to improve the quality of flux
fields over the ocean, coupled ocean-atmospheric modelling, operational fore-
casting and over-water climatologies. Correct true wind calculations are provided
as a tutorial and quality control procedures are developed to identify shortcom-
ings in existing data reporting and recording practices. Methods for estimating
true winds from incomplete data are shown and evaluated. Recommendations are
made for both existing data and future applications.

Numerous problems relevant to true winds are identified by the quality
control team at the World Ocean Circulation Experiment Surface Meteorological
Data Center (WOCE-MET) using data from 20 AWS-equipped vessels. One serious
problem is the incomplete or inaccurate reporting of both navigation and meas-
ured wind parameters. The parameters necessary to compute true winds include
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the ship's heading, the course and speed over the ground, the wind vane zero
reference, and the wind direction and speed relative to the vessel. Only 20 per
cent of the studied vessels report all six parameters. Further investigation reveals
an underlying confusion concerning the definition of true winds. Meteorologists,
oceanographers and members of the merchant marine typically define true wind
differently and, as a further complication, the convention is rarely reported with
the wind data. Of the 20 vessels studied, nine report their winds using a meteor-
ological definition, one uses an oceanographic definition, and the remaining ten
(50 per cent) report no definition. Additional problems include the placement
and orientation of wind instrumentation, flow distortion (Yelland et al., 1998),
averaging methodology, and confusion over how to correctly compute true winds.
As a result of the above problems, we can confirm the accuracy of reported true
winds on only four of 20 vessels studied.

Solutions to problems with wind observations are presented for both future
applications and existing (often incomplete) data sets. The presented techniques
are a direct result of the work carried out by WOCE-MET personnel to identify,
collect and quality control 181 ship months of AWS data from international
research vessels (R/Vs). Our focus is on high temporal resolution automated data,
although most techniques can be applied to manual observations collected at
standard synoptic times. Shortcomings in the observations archived by WOCE-
MET lead to the obvious conclusion that future data collection and reporting
must include all the parameters required to compute a true wind. Furthermore,
quality control must be applied to navigation data, measured winds and calcu-
lated true winds to identify problems. When all necessary parameters are reported,
and the methodology and quality control procedures outlined herein are applied,
an accurate meteorological true wind can be computed.

Procedures are outlined to estimate true winds when existing data sets lack
either the heading or course angles. The limitations of these techniques are eval-
uated by comparing the estimates to correctly computed true winds. Estimates
computed using a heading to approximate the course of the vessel are found to be
superior to those constructed using the course to approximate the heading. Large
differences between the heading and course angles at low ship speeds make winds
estimated using the course unreliable (direction errors exceeding 60°) for ship
speeds of less than 2.0 m s-1. The threshold where the direction difference
between a course estimated and true wind reaches an acceptable level (i.e. <10°)
can be determined empirically and depends upon the ship, winds and currents in
the vessel's region of operation. These techniques produce true wind estimations
from incomplete data sets. The range of conditions for which these techniques are
valid is also examined.

Inaccuracies in true winds result from many problems, particularly the confusion
surrounding the definition of a true wind and the parameters needed to calculate
that wind. There are also problems associated with the location and calibration of
instruments, averaging, and recording of both wind and navigation measure-
ments. We begin by defining all essential parameters related to true winds and
their computation. Definitions typically used by meteorologists, oceanographers
and the merchant marine are discussed. We end this section with descriptions of
typical problems found in the WOCE automated data.

Navigational and wind parameters defined by meteorologists, oceanographers
and the merchant marine are outlined in Table 1. Each group defines a course
over the ground, ship speed over the ground, heading, platform-relative wind,
apparent wind and true wind. For each measured parameter, the velocity and
direction are referenced either to the ship or the fixed earth. The ship's directional
reference frame has zero degrees at the bow of the vessel with angles increasing
in a clockwise direction, while the earth's reference frame has true north corre-
sponding to zero degrees with angles increasing in a clockwise direction. Each
directional parameter has positive values defined with a direction to, or from,
which the wind or ship is moving.
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Course over the ground (COG) is defined as the direction (relative to true
north) in which the vessel actually moves over the fixed earth (Bowditch, 1984).
Course, which differs from the COG, is defined as the "horizontal direction in
which the vessel is steered" (Bowditch, 1984). For the purpose of computing true
winds, the COG is the essential measurement. The speed at which the vessel
moves in the direction of the COG is known as the speed over the ground (SOG).
The accuracy of the COG and SOG depends on the navigation system. The older
NAVSAT (TRANSIT) system and the Global Positioning System (GPS) indicate
different values for COG and SOG (Bowditch, 1984). Of the 12 studied vessels that
reported a COG, eight used GPS, one utilized an integrated inertial navigation-
GPS, and the other three systems were unknown.

Heading is defined as the direction to which the bow is pointing relative to
true north (Bowditch, 1984). Without this parameter, true winds cannot be
computed. The heading is necessary to orient the shipboard anemometer's wind
direction to true north. The heading and COG are not identical. For example,
some R/Vs can be propelled to astern, resulting in a COG that is 180° opposite the
heading. Differences between COG and heading are also the result of currents,
wind, and steering error (Bowditch, 1984), and they are greatly reduced when the
vessel is moving forward at a moderate or greater speed.

In addition to the ground referenced navigation (COG, SOG and heading), a
common practice is to measure the motion of the vessel through the water. This
water-relative motion is a vector with components along, and perpendicular to,
the axis of the ship. The fore to aft component of this motion (SOWFA) is defined
in all the observational data sets provided to WOCE-MET as the speed over the
water. As defined, the SOWFA is the speed of the vessel in the direction of the
heading. The component of the water-relative motion along the beam of the ship
can be measured by a two-axis speed log; however, this component was only
provided by one of the 20 studied vessels so we limit our discussion to the SOWFA.

Most meteorologists, oceanographers and members of the merchant marine
use similar navigational definitions; however, differences in wind definitions are
common. Platform-relative wind is defined as the wind vector measured relative
to the ship. The only variation between meteorologists, oceanographers and the
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Meteorological Velocity frame Directional frame Direction
definitions of reference of reference convention

Ship COG and SOG fixed earth true north moving to
Ship heading fixed earth true north moving to
Platform-relative winds ship zero ref. ang. moving from
Apparent winds ship true north moving from
True winds fixed earth true north moving from

Oceanographic
definitions
Ship COG and SOG fixed earth true north moving to
Ship heading fixed earth true north moving to
Platform-relative winds ship zero ref. ang. moving to
Apparent winds ship true north moving to
True winds fixed earth true north moving to

Merchant marine 
definitions
Ship COG and SOG fixed earth true north moving to
Ship heading fixed earth true north moving to
Platform-relative winds ship zero ref. ang. moving from
Apparent winds (1) ship true north moving from
Apparent winds (2) ship bow of ship moving from
True winds (1) fixed earth true north moving from
True winds (2) fixed earth bow of ship moving from

Table 1—Definitions of wind and
navigation parameters for the
three most common sources of
observations. Differences from
the meteorological conventions

are emphasized with italics. The
merchant marine has two

definitions of apparent wind: (1)
the wind experienced on the deck

of the ship with a direction
referenced to true north

(consistent with the
meteorological definition); and

(2) the wind measured by the
anemometer (similar to the

meteorological platform-relative
wind). The merchant marine also
has two definitions of true wind:
(1) relative to true north; and (2)

relative to the bow of the ship.
The use of a zero reference angle

(zero ref. ang.) measured with
respect to the bow is common to

all three groups.



merchant marine occurs with the platform-relative wind direction. Both meteo-
rologists and the merchant marine report the direction from which the wind is
blowing, while oceanographers usually report a direction to which the wind is
blowing (Table 1).

In measuring a platform-relative wind, the zero reference angle is defined as
the angle between the zero line of the wind vane and the bow of the vessel (meas-
ured clockwise from the bow). A zero reference angle becomes necessary when
operational constraints preclude orienting the wind vane's zero line to the bow.
For example, when mounting a vane high on a mast spar, it may be easier to
orient the vane's zero line along the spar and then measure the angle between the
spar and the fore to aft centerline of the vessel (hereafter, this direction will be
referred to as the bow). Furthermore, many wind vanes have a potentiometer dead
space at 360° (Fritschen and Gay, 1979). In this case, orienting the vane with 180°
toward the bow is practical since the majority of the platform-relative winds will
be from the bow when the vessel is underway. The zero reference angle must be
known to adjust the measured platform-relative winds to the ship’s directional
reference frame (i.e. bow = 0°). Wind vane installations are specific to each vessel
or experimental design and must be known to correctly compute true winds.

The apparent wind is a wind vector with a speed referenced to the vessel and
a direction referenced to true north. The apparent wind direction can be computed
by adding the heading and zero reference angle to the platform-relative wind direc-
tion (the apparent wind speed equals the platform-relative wind speed).
Meteorologists and the merchant marine again provide the direction from which
the apparent wind blows while oceanographers typically record the direction to
which the apparent wind blows (Table 1). The merchant marine also have an alter-
native definition for the apparent wind (Bowditch, 1984) which is identical to the
meteorological platform-relative wind. The purpose of this second definition is not
clear in the context of motor-powered vessels and leads to obvious confusion.

The true wind is generically defined as a vector wind with a speed referenced
to the fixed earth and a direction referenced to true north. The meteorological
definition of true wind (Table 1) references the direction from which the wind is
blowing (Huschke, 1959), while oceanographers often reference the direction to
which the wind is blowing (Hosom et al., 1995). The merchant marine utilizes two
true wind definitions: one identical to the meteorological definition and the other
with the true wind direction reported relative to the bow of the ship (Bowditch,
1984). The authors' experience with WOCE data indicates that the lack of a stan-
dard true wind definition or documentation of a specific definition is partially
responsible for large discrepancies found in automated true wind data and in
bridge measurements reported primarily by Voluntary Observing Ships (VOSs)
(Pierson, 1990; Wilkerson and Earle, 1990; Kent et al., 1993).

Additional problems with wind data from AWS-equipped R/Vs are related to the
wind instrumentation, approximations regarding navigation data, and calcula-
tion methodology. The calibration, orientation (see zero reference angle above),
and location of the wind sensor are all very important to true wind calculations.
Ideally, wind sensors are located in a region where the airflow is not seriously
distorted by the measurement platform. In practice, disturbance of the flow at the
instrument location by upwind or downwind structures (i.e. flow distortion) can
only be minimized. The entire structure of the vessel and the mounting platform
cause some degree of flow distortion; thus, the primary concern is siting the
anemometer in a region that minimizes flow distortion caused by these structures
(Kahma and Leppäranta, 1981; Rahmstorf, 1989; Yelland et al., 1994; Yelland et
al., 1998). Recommended wind sensor locations range from high on the main
superstructure to far out ahead of the bow. The solution attempted on several
vessels (e.g. R/V Wecoma, R/V Meteor) is to install multiple sensors and have an
automated routine extract the data from the instrument best exposed to the wind.

Errors associated with the navigation assumptions are also troubling for true
wind calculations. Three essential navigation parameters (COG, SOG and
heading) must be accurately recorded. Clear definitions of which navigation
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values have been measured are also essential. For example, simply reporting a
‘course’ is ambiguous and can easily be mistaken to mean either the direction in
which the vessel is steered, the course made good (Bowditch, 1984), or the COG.
Reporting only a vessel's ‘speed’ causes similar confusion because the speed could
be referenced to the water or the earth. Furthermore, if the navigation sensors are
not properly calibrated (Hartten, 1998), then use of the measurements in calcula-
tions will lead to erroneous true winds. Finally, some measure of the navigation
data's quality is necessary since positions are frequently reported in the wrong
hemisphere, over land, or at a distance too far removed from the previous posi-
tion to represent realistic ship movement. Poorly calibrated, missing or
incorrectly measured navigational parameters lead to errors in calculated true
winds.

Finally, multiple methods for calculating a true wind are employed in a wide
range of applications. For example, most merchant marine vessels use graphical
calculators, whereas R/Vs often rely on a series of equations encoded in an AWS.
In the absence of standard reporting, meteorologists, oceanographers and
members of the merchant marine tend to calculate and report true winds in the
convention most suited to their operational needs. True winds are routinely
exchanged without an explicit statement of the recording convention or calcula-
tion methodology. As a result, the differences in calculations and definitions are
not known to the user of the true winds.

For centuries, requirements for ship operation, and more recently operational
weather forecasting, have relied on a knowledge of the meteorological true wind.
The World Meteorological Organization (WMO) requires VOSs to report true
winds in the meteorological sense (WMO, 1996). The authors recommend that
the meteorological (first merchant marine) definition be used to record true winds
on automated systems, including those on non-VOS ships. Alternatively, useful
true winds can be computed if the recording convention is reported. 

Calculating the meteorological true wind from a moving vessel requires the
observed wind to be adjusted for the mean horizontal motion of the ship. For
example, consider a woman facing forward on the bow of a stationary ship on a
calm day. If the ship starts to move forward, the woman will feel a fresh wind (the
apparent wind) on her face. The wind induced by the ship's motion (M) must be
removed from the apparent wind (A) to compute a meteorological true wind (T):

T = A – M (1)

The apparent wind is calculated by adding the heading and zero reference
angle to the platform-relative wind direction, thereby orienting the wind meas-
ured on the vessel to true north. The motion-induced wind has the same
magnitude as the course vector (C) with the opposite sign:

M = – C (2)

Note that C is the vector motion of the ship over the fixed earth (i.e. direc-
tion equals COG, magnitude equals SOG). From (1), a true wind results by adding
the course vector to the apparent wind vector:

T = A – (– C) = A + C (3)

In the example above, the breeze felt by the woman on the bow would be
cancelled by the vector addition of the forward motion of the vessel.

The computation of a true wind is often misinterpreted as removing the
ship's course vector from the apparent wind vector. This error causes a distinct
stair-step pattern (Figure 1) in the incorrectly calculated true wind speed (red) that
is associated with the ship's forward speed (black). In this case, the incorrectly
calculated true wind speed differs from a correctly calculated true wind speed
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(green) by up to 8 m s-1 when the vessel is moving at speeds of greater than
2 m s-1. Similar stair-step patterns occur in true wind data when other 180° errors
are recorded in the platform-relative wind data (e.g. failure to report an oceano-
graphic convention or a wind vane installed with the zero reference toward the
stern). In general, a 180° error yields wind speeds that differ from the correct true
wind speed by less than or equal to double the ship's speed.

The computation of meteorological true winds using an automated system
requires that the vector equations be broken down into components. A detailed
methodology is presented in Appendix A. Appendix B contains techniques to convert
between meteorological, oceanographic and merchant marine conventions.

In many applications, from flux calculations to data ingestion in a general circu-
lation model, it is necessary to have more information than the true wind speed
and direction. For example, many applications require that the wind speed be
adjusted to the meteorological standard height of 10 m above the surface. Other
applications require winds relative to the surface current (e.g. scatterometry,
stresses, and forcing of ocean models), while meteorological forecasts require
earth-relative winds. The calculation of surface fluxes (of momentum, sensible
heat and latent heat) and atmospheric stability require additional observations
including the air temperature, the skin temperature of the water (approximated
by the near surface temperature), and a measure of the humidity (Liu et al., 1979).
Observations of pressure are also useful to convert typical humidity measure-
ments to specific humidity, which is used in height adjustments and flux
calculations.

In recent years, the influence of sea state on fluxes and drag coefficients has
become of interest (Smith et al., 1992; Donelan et al., 1997, Bourassa et al., 1999).
There is some controversy regarding the dependence on sea state. Several flux
parametrizations require wave age or the phase speed of the dominant waves (e.g.
Smith et al., 1992; Bourassa et al., 1999). Recently, the direction of the wind rela-
tive to the direction of wave propagation has been shown to have a large impact
on the surface stress and drag coefficients (Donelan et al., 1997; Bourassa et al.,
1999).

Essential metadata, such as the height of the sensors, should be recorded for
use in height adjustment and the calculation of fluxes. In theory, the height of
the temperature and humidity measurements must be the same, but these can
differ from the height of the anemometer (Liu et al., 1979). In practice, the height
of the temperature and humidity observations has little influence on the height
adjustment of winds; however, these heights can have a serious impact on the
calculation of fluxes (e.g. stress and latent heat). In most cases, the lack of meta-
data prevents the accurate calculation of surface fluxes. One of the most common
errors in ten-metre wind speed is due to the incorrect specification of anemome-
ter heights. In several cases this height was given relative to the deck rather than
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Figure  1—Example of accurate
true wind calculation (c) vs.

incorrect calculation (a) for the
R/V Knorr. Note that both the
platform-relative wind (b) and
the incorrect true wind have a

signal of the ship's earth-relative
speed (d).

(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

(c)

(c)

(d)

(d)



relative to the water surface (since the waterline of vessels changes according to
the load, this error is understandable). Ideally, data records would include the
height of the deck above sea level; however, such information is available from
only very few highly specialized R/Vs.

Our experience has shown that missing data due to instrument malfunctions,
encoding errors, approximations and oversights are common occurrences in auto-
mated data. Techniques to retrieve useful true wind information from these data
sets are discussed in section 5 of this paper. The application of quality control
procedures to identify problems is an essential first step. In this section, the
quality control methods discussed include automated and visual inspections for
erroneous data values and the identification of errors caused by a vessel's acceler-
ation. A brief note is included concerning the unavoidable problem of flow
distortion. After identifying problems with wind and navigation data, techniques
for estimating true wind (section 5) can be applied to incomplete data sets.

WOCE-MET utilizes a two-step process to quality control both true wind data and
the variables necessary to calculate a true wind (Smith et al., 1996). The first step
is automated and identifies erroneous ship positions and physically unrealistic
observations. A position check verifies that the latitude and longitude values are
over water, while a speed check verifies that the vessel has not moved forward at
a rate greater than 15 m s-1. A range check of realistic wind directions (0 to 360°)
and wind speeds (< 40 m s-1) is also performed. This latter check may highlight
realistic extreme winds; thus, WOCE-MET personnel visually verify all flags added
by the automated quality control.

Visual inspection of the data, though time consuming, is essential. The
analyst adds flags for spikes, known instrument malfunctions, discontinuities,
and values that are highly inconsistent with the surrounding trend. This latter
contingency requires knowledge of the behaviour of wind data from vessels and
is therefore subjective. Automated tests for discontinuities and spikes are available
(Vickers and Mahrt, 1997), but we find visual inspection to be adequate. Based on
82 ship months of automated meteorological true winds, the two-level quality
control applies flags to an average of 5 per cent of wind speeds and 6 per cent of
wind directions. On some vessels, the visual inspection determines that all true
wind directions and speeds are incorrect. Removing or correcting these flagged
true wind values is essential before performing any application using the data.

The two-level quality control employed by WOCE-MET has proven invalu-
able. For two of the four vessels reporting all values required to compute true
winds, the visual inspection allowed the analyst to determine that the platform
wind direction was reported opposite the desired meteorological direction. When
problems of this type were located, the platform wind was corrected and new
meteorological true winds were calculated. The impact of fixing 180° errors was
evident (Table 2) when the true wind values were compared to independent wind
measurements from the NASA Scatterometer (NSCAT) (Bourassa, et al., 1997).
Table 2 reveals that the correction of the 180° error decreased the root-mean-
square (rms) difference between collocated (within 25 km and 20 minutes) NSCAT
and ship winds by 44 per cent for speed and by 33 per cent for direction. The
correlation coefficient for collocated wind speed improves by 74 per cent. Visual
inspection of the wind data is necessary and in some cases leads to a much larger
set of useable wind values.

A. IDENTIFYING ERRONEOUS
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True wind Rms wind speed Rms wind direction Correlation coeff. 
difference difference for wind speed

with 180° error 3.2 m s-1 21° 0.51
Corrected 1.8 m s-1 14° 0.89
Percentage change -44 -33 74

Table 2—Rms differences
between collocated ship and

NSCAT true winds for ship data
with a 180° error in the platform

wind and for the corrected true
wind. Also presented is the

improvement in the correlation
coefficient for collocated wind

speeds.



The choice of averaging techniques impacts the accuracy of true winds. Ideally,
observations (platform-relative winds) would be made over short intervals and
used to calculate true winds corresponding to those times. The true winds would
then be averaged and stored. At this time, observational equipment and data
processing are equal to the task (e.g. the TAO buoy array; Hayes et al., 1991);
however, this ideal is rarely achieved. 

The averaging time for platform-relative winds should be sufficiently short
so that navigational and ship-relative wind observations are approximately
constant. The size of averaging periods depends on accuracy requirements and
operational constraints for the vessel. For example, R/Vs spend a relatively large
fraction of their operating time accelerating or decelerating. It will be shown that
these changes in velocity can be identified in one-minute averages; therefore,
shorter averaging times (perhaps <10 seconds) are recommended for the
navigational parameters and platform-relative winds. The requirements for
storage and post processing could be copious; therefore, we recommend that this
averaging be processed by the shipboard instruments and that an average of the
true winds (over 15-300 seconds) be recorded. A further advantage of averaging
true winds as vectors, rather than speeds and directions, is the elimination of
problems with the 360-0° breakpoint. At this time, such procedures are rarely
implemented.

Typically, platform-relative winds and the navigational parameters utilized
in the true wind calculations (section 3a and Appendix A) are averaged over inter-
vals ranging from one minute to one hour. Since the true wind equations are
nonlinear, they are accurate only when all the input parameters are approxi-
mately constant over the averaging period. When appropriate averaging cannot
be applied, and the observations are too variable, the true winds should be flagged
as suspect. One noticeable and regular manifestation of this problem occurs when
R/Vs accelerate or decelerate. The impact of changing ship velocities is examined
for an Improved METeorology (IMET) system (Hosom et al., 1995) on the R/V
Knorr, which records platform-relative winds in one-minute intervals. These
acceleration errors manifest themselves as spikes in the true wind speed and direc-
tion data (Figure 2). The magnitude of the error in individual calculations is
dependent on the rate of acceleration; however, for the R/V Knorr the spikes can
approach 2 m s-1 and 60°.

We have found, empirically, that quality control criteria can be based on the
standard deviation of the ship’s velocity (sv) determined from one-minute obser-
vations within a longer averaging period (six minutes in the following example):

(4)

where N is the number of observations and the overbar indicates averages of
these N observations. For many applications the uncertainty due to acceleration
is relatively small and can be ignored. However, satellite measurements of the
near surface winds by NSCAT are sufficiently accurate (Bourassa et al., 1997) that
this additional uncertainty is apparent when comparing ship-based winds to
remotely-sensed winds. The impact of this criterion is shown in the mean and
rms differences between winds from NSCAT and the R/V Knorr. Without this
criterion, there are 18 collocations (closest observations within 25 km and 20
minutes) with a mean difference (satellite minus ship) of -0.8 m s-1, and an rms
difference of 2.0 m s-1. When observations with sv > 1.0 m s-1 (12 collocations
with accelerations that are considered too rapid and prolonged) are flagged and
removed, the mean difference changes to 0.55 m s-1, and the rms difference
drops to 1.3 m s-1. These findings are consistent with an assessment of the
NSCAT-1 model function in comparisons with the NDBC buoys by M. Freilich
and R.S. Dunbar (1997, personal communication) and the TAO buoys by K. Kelly
(1997, personal communication). The change in the mean is statistically
significant, corresponding to 4.3 standard deviations of the mean. The almost 50
per cent overestimation of the rms difference, prior to this quality control
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criterion, shows that there are applications where changes in the vessel's velocity
can result in substantial averaging-related errors in the calculated true winds.

Another problem that occurs with ship-based winds is flow distortion. Structures
(i.e. the entire ship, and to a lesser extent the measuring device) cause air to
deviate from the path it would take if the structures were not present. Flow distor-
tion occurs in the wake of structures, around structures and upwind of structures.
The resulting change in wind characteristics (speed, direction and the variation of
these quantities) is highly dependent on the shape of the vessel, instrument posi-
tion, and wind direction relative to the vessel's heading. Recently, computational
fluid dynamics has been successfully applied to correct for the impacts of flow
distortion (Yelland et al., 1998). Other techniques are relatively simple, however,
they are much more crude. The range of directions, over which the influence of
flow distortion is a relatively strong function of platform-relative wind direction,
can be estimated by binning the wind speed as a function of this direction
(Thiebaux, 1990). We have found a similar result with the variation in the wind
speed. However, neither of these approaches indicates the impact of the flow
distortion or the angles at which the impact is a minimum. These techniques can
only be used to isolate angles at which the impact of flow distortion is approxi-
mately constant, which can be advantageous for data analysis. 

Incomplete observations from 16 of 20 studied vessels left only four with all
values required to calculate meteorological true winds (Table 3). Consequently,
we investigated methods for estimating meteorological true winds when some of
the navigation parameters were missing. The two most common occurrences of
missing navigation data are vessels reporting only a COG and SOG (no heading),
or a heading and SOWFA (no COG; Table 3). In these cases, if the platform-
relative winds and zero reference angle are known, estimates for the true winds
can be made; however, the underlying assumptions can lead to serious errors.
Empirical studies reveal the conditions under which these estimations are
practical.

If the heading is missing, a true wind can be estimated by replacing the
heading with the COG. This estimate is hereafter called a course-estimated wind.
Thus, the apparent wind direction is calculated by summing the COG angle, the
zero reference angle and the platform-relative wind direction. The accuracy of
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Figure  2—Spikes that occur in
true wind direction and speed

caused by the acceleration of the
vessel. Displayed are the true

wind direction and speed,
heading, and speed over the
ground from the automated

weather system on the R/V Knorr
(0730 to 2359 UTC, 19 August

1995).



this estimate is questionable at low ship speeds where the course-estimated wind
direction (1) in Figure 3 (a) deviates wildly from the actual true wind (2). 

The range of SOG where the course-estimated winds are valid can be deter-
mined empirically and depends upon the vessel and its region of operation. As an
example, we determined this range using two vessels that reported all necessary
values to WOCE-MET. Differences between the course-estimated and true wind
direction were computed using quality controlled observations from the R/V
Thompson (8.9 months) and the R/V Knorr (4.7 months). The direction differ-
ences were separated into 0.5 m s-1 SOG bins and an rms difference was calculated
for each bin. Rms differences and the number of values in each SOG bin, from 0
to 9 m s-1, are presented for the R/V Thompson and R/V Knorr (Figure 4). For low
ship speeds (SOG < 2 m s-1), both vessels exhibit an rms difference of near or
greater than 60°. Direction differences drop below 20° when the SOG exceeds
2.5 m s-1 for the R/V Thompson and 4.0 m s-1 for the R/V Knorr. Determining a
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Platform Course Speed Speed Number
relative Heading over over over of ships
wind ground ground water reporting

• • • • - 4
• - • • - 8
• • - - • 6

Table 3—Based on 20 vessels
equipped with automated wind
systems, the number that report

(•) the parameters needed for
computing a meteorological true
wind or an estimate of the true

wind (heading or course missing).

3 August 1993 (R/V Thompson)

Course-estimated wind (1) Meteorological true wind (2)

Vessel course (3) Vessel heading (4)

Hour (UTC)
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Figure  3—Time series plots of (a)
course-estimated (1) vs.

meteorological true (2) wind
direction, (b) vessel course (3) vs.
heading (4), and (c) vessel speed

over the ground from the R/V
Thompson (3 August 1993).



threshold SOG for which the rms difference is within an acceptable range is user
dependent. For an rms wind direction difference of less than 10°, the threshold
SOG is 3.5 m s-1 for the R/V Thompson and 5 m s-1 for the R/V Knorr (Figure 4).
In summary, the primary limitation of the course-corrected wind estimates is that
they are sensitive to the SOG; becoming unreliable at low ship speeds.

Inaccuracies in the course-estimated winds are directly related to measuring
only SOG and COG without a heading. Eight of twenty studied vessels relied
solely on single receiver GPS systems to measure their geographical position and
to provide values of SOG and COG. A single receiver GPS is not designed to
measure heading; therefore, it cannot always estimate the heading with sufficient
accuracy. This problem is exaggerated at low ship speeds when current and wind
forces on the ship can cause large differences between heading and COG (Figure
3 (b) and (c)). As a result, the true winds reported by these eight vessels are course-
estimated winds. Furthermore, errors in course-estimated winds are increased if
the latitude and longitude are not recorded to at least the fourth decimal place.
The ability to measure the orientation of the vessel using only GPS technology
can be improved using a multiple receiver GPS, but for vessels with single receiver
GPS we recommend the addition of a gyrocompass to record the heading.

When a vessel relies on navigation without the aid of technology referenced
to the fixed earth, it is common practice to measure only the heading of the vessel
and the SOWFA. When only heading and SOWFA are measured, an earth-relative
wind cannot be computed. Instead, an estimate referenced to the water can be
created by replacing the course vector in Equation (3) with a heading vector, H,
where the |H| equals SOWFA and the direction of H is the direction in which the
bow is pointing (referenced to true north). Unlike the course-estimated winds,
frequency diagrams (not shown) of this heading-estimated wind minus the mete-
orological true wind reveal differences with no dependence on forward ship speed.
Instead, the heading-estimated wind deviates from a true wind only when the
SOWFA and SOG are different from one another. A time series plot for 12 hours of
wind data from the R/V Knorr illustrates the differences that can occur (Figure 5).
In this case, a 2 m s-1 difference in the SOWFA and SOG (Figure 5 (b)) results in an
average direction error of 25° (Figure 5 (a)). Variations between the SOWFA and
SOG are related to currents.

In summary, an examination of a total of 13.6 ship months of automated
observations from two vessels shows that, when the computation of a meteoro-
logical true wind is not possible, heading-estimated winds are superior to
course-estimated winds. The accuracy of the heading-estimated winds is limited
by the difference between SOWFA and SOG. When these speeds are not signifi-
cantly different, the heading-estimated and true wind directions are nearly
identical. When an operator only records the SOG and COG, the potentially large
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Figure  4—Rms differences of
course-estimated minus true wind

direction (filled triangles) from
the R/V Thompson and R/V

Knorr. Rms differences are
calculated for 0.5 m s-1 bins of

the vessel's speed over the ground
using the absolute value of the
wind direction differences (i.e.
range 0-180°). The number of

values in each bin (open squares)
is presented in units of a

thousand.



differences between the COG and heading, at low ship speeds, result in large
differences between course-corrected and true winds.

Problems in computing true winds from automated systems have been identified
and solutions are demonstrated. Principal problems include confusion related to
inconsistencies in definitions for true wind used by meteorologists, oceanogra-
phers and the merchant marine, and the lack of standard reporting of both wind
and navigation measurements (or the convention used). The primary recommen-
dation is to set a standard for reporting the six values needed to compute a true
wind: COG, SOG, heading, zero reference, and platform-relative wind direction
and speed. Additional metadata, especially the height of the wind sensor relative
to the water surface, must also be reported.

Accurate meteorological true winds result from the vector sum of the ship's
motion relative to the fixed earth and the apparent wind. Details of this calcula-
tion are outlined in Appendix A. Conversions from the meteorological true wind
to oceanographic and merchant marine definitions are detailed in Appendix B.
The true wind calculations and conversions presented can be applied to AWS and
non-automated wind measurements.

True winds must be quality controlled before application to identify errors.
At WOCE-MET, a two-level quality control system comprised of an automated
pre-processor and a detailed visual examination has proven effective in identify-
ing both minor (e.g. out of range values, spikes, ship acceleration) and major
errors (e.g. incorrectly oriented platform-relative wind).

When dealing with incomplete data sets (e.g. approximately 80 per cent of
examined AWS data), true winds can be estimated within determinable limita-
tions. A better estimate for a wide range of forward ship speeds can be obtained
when a heading and SOWFA are measured, rather than an estimate derived from
SOG and COG when no heading is available. The heading-estimated wind varies
from a true wind only when the SOWFA and SOG are significantly different. The
uncertainty in course-estimated winds has a strong dependency on the forward
ship speed. Empirical studies show course-estimated wind directions to be unreli-
able (rms > 60°) when the SOG < 2.0 m s-1. Useful estimates can be obtained at
higher ship speeds; however, the threshold SOG depends upon the ship, the
vessel's operating area and the users desired level of uncertainty.

6.
SUMMARY AND

RECOMMENDATIONS
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Figure 5—Time series plots of (a)
heading-estimated (2) vs.

meteorological true (1) wind
direction and (b) vessel speed

over the water (4) vs. the speed
over the ground (3) from the R/V
Knorr (2 November 1996). Note

that the speed over the water
drops out after 10:30 UTC due to

an instrument malfunction.



The following recommendations are made for future automated observing
systems, thereby avoiding the need to estimate true winds. The standard set of
measurements needed to compute a true wind (i.e. SOG, COG, heading, wind
relative to the vessel) must all be logged at the same frequency as the standard
meteorological variables. Averaging should be applied to true winds calculated
from shorter term (0.5 to 10 sec.) observations. Essential metadata (e.g. zero refer-
ence and instrument heights) must be reported. When it is essential that
measurements be collected without losing data, redundancy should be planned
for both the navigation and wind measurements. When an instrument fails in a
redundant system, alternate measurements can be used in the computation of
true wind, or an estimate of the true wind can be created. For example, three years
of AWS wind data on one studied vessel were lost due to the failure of a naviga-
tional compass in the wind sensor. If the ship's gyrocompass heading had been
archived in the meteorological data stream, this loss could have been avoided. If
the marine community utilizes the techniques and recommendations herein, a
superior quality of high temporal resolution true wind observations can be
computed from automated platforms on vessels at sea.
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APPENDIX A

DETAILS FOR AUTOMATED CALCULATION
OF TRUE WINDS

This appendix is a tutorial containing algorithms for calculating meteorological
true winds from ship observations. The mathematics and all necessary variables
(Table A1) are discussed and an example provided.

All calculations are performed in the mathematical coordinate system which
has an angle of zero degrees on the positive x-axis with angles increasing in a
counter-clockwise direction. Each vector direction, originally defined using the
meteorological conventions (Table 1), is converted to mathematical coordinates
prior to other calculations (see Table B1 to convert from other conventions).
Primes (') denote values in mathematical coordinates. 

Platform-relative winds (P) and navigational data are used to calculate appar-
ent (A) and true (T) winds. The direction of the apparent wind in the
mathematical coordinates is:

(A1)

where h is the vessel's heading, R is the zero reference, and the subscript θ
designates an angle. The magnitude of A is the same as the magnitude of P. Use
of the heading instead of the COG in Equation (A1) is essential because the bow
is rarely oriented in the direction of ship motion over the fixed earth. As an
example, consider the bow of a ship oriented directly to the east (hθ = 90°). If there
is either a strong current or wind from the north, then the vessel will be pushed
to the south, resulting in a COG greater than 90°.

Most ships utilize the bow as the zero reference for the platform-relative
wind, but there are exceptions to this practice. When another point on the ship
is used as a zero reference for the wind vane, the angle between this reference and
the bow (Rθ in Figure A1) must be included in Equation (A1) to correctly calculate
the apparent wind direction.

The COG of the vessel (Cθ) in mathematical coordinates is:
(A2)

The true wind is then computed by summing the vector components of the
apparent wind and ship motion:

(A3a)

(A3b)
T v   =  TN 

v   =   A sin ( A N θ )   +   C sin ( C N θ ) 

T u   =  TN 
u   =   A cos ( A N θ )   +   C cos ( C N θ ) 

C N θ   =   90˚ −  Cθ 

A N θ   =   270˚ −   ( h θ   +  R θ   +  Pθ ) 
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Parameter Type Symbol Direction Velocity
reference reference
frame frame

Ship heading scalar hθ true north --
Ship course over vector C true north fixed earth
ground

Platform-relative wind vector P zero reference ship
(direction from which on ship
wind is blowing)

Zero reference angle for scalar Rθ bow of ship --
platform-relative wind

Table A1—Variables needed for
true wind vector (T) calculation.



where positive Tu and Tv are the eastwards and northwards components of
the true wind in the earth reference frame. The true wind speed (|T|) and direction
(Tθ) can then be calculated:

(A4)

and
(A5)

The 270° in Equation (A5) converts the value of atan (TvTu
–1) to a direction

from which the wind is blowing (meteorological convention) in the earth coordi-
nate system. For Equation (A5) to return a correct angle, the atan function must
have a range from -180° to 180° to determine the vector’s trigonometric quadrant
(e.g. the FORTRAN ‘atan2’ function). Also, any program using Equation (A5) must
have a check to avoid dividing by zero.

As an example calculation consider a ship (Figure A2) with a heading (hθ) of
30.0° and a COG (Cθ) of 45.0° both referenced to true north (0° in a fixed earth
reference frame). The vessel is travelling at a SOG (|C|) of 5.0 m s-1. The platform-
relative wind, with the bow as the zero reference angle (Rθ = 0.0°), is blowing from
a direction (Pθ) of 250.0° with a magnitude (|P|) of 10.0 m s-1. The conversion to
mathematical coordinates using Equations (A1) and (A2) results in Aθ

N = 350.0°
and Cθ

N = 45.0°. Computing the true wind components using Equations (A3a) and
(A3b) gives Tu = 13.4 m s-1 and a Tv = 1.8 m s-1. The meteorological true wind

T
T

T
v

u
θ = °













270 – tana

T   =   ( T 2 

u 
  +  T2 

v 
) 1 / 2 
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Figure  A1—Platform-relative
coordinate system with a zero

reference angle, Rθ , not oriented
to the bow. 

Figure  A2—Schematic
representation of the vectors and
angles involved in the true wind

problem. See text for explanation
of symbols.



speed from Equation (A4) is 13.5 m s-1 and the true wind direction, Equation (A5),
is blowing from 262.3°.

Table A2 provides sample input and the output that should be returned from
a meteorological (and 1st merchant marine) true wind algorithm. Any algorithm
used to calculate true winds should duplicate these results. FORTRAN, C, and IDL
(Interactive Data Language) routines for computing meteorological true winds are
available at the URL: http://www.coaps.fsu.edu/WOCE.
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Table A2—Sample input and
output for the true wind

calculation. For simplification,
the zero reference is the bow of

the vessel (Rθ = 0°). The table is
divided into input (light face) and

output (bold) values. Note that
both the apparent and true wind

directions are referenced to true
north, and all wind directions are

angles from which the wind is
blowing. Also, the WMO

convention is utilized for calm
(direction = 0°) and north winds

(direction = 360°).

Vessel course 
over the
ground
(deg.)

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

180.0
90.0
90.0

225.0
270.0

0.0

Vessel speed
over the
ground 
(m s-1)

0.0
0.0
5,0
5.0
5.0
5,0
5.0
5.0
3.0
0.0

Vessel heading
(deg.)

90.0
90.0
0.0
0.0

180.0
90.0
45.0

225.0
270.0

0.0

Platform wind
direction (deg)

5.0
90.0

360.0
0.0

180.0
90.0

135.0
270.0
90.0
0.0

Platform and
apparent wind

speed
(m s-1)

90.0
5.0
5.0
0.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
4.0
0.0

Apparent
wind direction

(deg.)

0.0

90.0
180.0
360.0

0.0
360.0
180.0
180.0
135.0
360.0

0.0

True wind
direction

(deg.)

5.0
180.0

0.0
180.0
360.0
225.0
225.0
90.0
36.9
0.0

True wind
speed
(m s-1)

5.0
0.0
5.0

10.0
7.1
7.1
7.1
5.0
0.0

http://www.coaps.fsu.edu/WOCE


APPENDIX B

CONVERSIONS BETWEEN DIFFERENT
CONVENTIONS

As previously stated, the meteorological, oceanographic and merchant
marine conventions are different when defining true wind vectors. In the mete-
orological convention, wind direction is defined as the direction from which the
wind is blowing in the earth reference frame. The merchant marine has an iden-
tical convention, but they also define a true wind with a direction referenced to
the bow of the ship. In the oceanographic convention, wind direction is defined
with a direction toward which the wind is blowing. This confusion presents prob-
lems when using true wind data. Table B1 provides the conversions between each
of the conventions. After all direction conversions, the modulus of the returned
value must be taken with respect to 360° to ensure a direction between 0° and
360°.
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Given Meteorology oceanography Oceanography meteorology

Apparent wind Add 180° Add 180°
True wind Add 180° Add 180°

Given Meteorology merchant marine (2) Merchant marine (2) meteorology

Apparent wind Subtract heading of ship Add heading of ship
True wind Subtract heading of ship Add heading of ship

Given Merchant marine (2) oceanography Oceanography merchant marine (2)

Apparent wind Add heading of ship Subtract heading of ship
and add 180° and add 180°

True wind Add heading of ship Subtract heading of ship
and add 180° and add 180°

Table B1—Conversion table to
change between conventions for

apparent and true wind
directions. Note that the

merchant marine utilizes two
definitions for apparent and true

wind (Table 1). The first
merchant marine definitions are

identical to those used in
meteorology and should be

treated identically (merchant
marine (1) = Meteorology) when
using this conversion table. The
merchant marine listings in this

table refer to the second (2)
apparent and true wind

definitions from Table 1. After
each direction conversion, a

modulus with respect to 360°
must be performed to ensure a

value in the range of 0° to 360°.
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